
 ORDER OF PUBLIC EXECUTION
FOR

AUSTRALIAN PRIME MINISTER SCOTT MORRISON’S   TERMINATION  

SIGNATORIES BY “We The People” of Australia and ABROAD

I/we hereby to declare that Scott Morrison PM of Australia must cease his political duties, 
and I/we also demand an estoppel of his reign as a Federal Politician with urgency. My/our 
reasoning for this demand, is that we identified issues that went ignored after People raised 
concerns, regarding the mismanagement of his key political role, during and prior his 
leadership. He has acted poorly on behalf of Australians, from an economic, social, political, 
and moral standing as aberration eventually seeps in the social fabric of society and its 
civilians. Here are some brief components that are rather in question;
> His response and management of  COVID-19 Pandemic Response and Action Plan
> His suppression orders of DATA relating to the trials of Covid vaccines
> His suppression orders of the list of convicted suspects, relating to the inquiring of Woods   
Royal Commission into the biggest political scandal to date
>  His failure to respond Australian’s concerns to his cabinet’s political ties to lobbyists
>  How Australian‘s interests went unaddressed , and how he primarily served foreign 
powers regarding COVID 19 Legal and Medical Protocols.
 So it’s our/my intention, that we order an Investigative Inquiry, that must be 
implemented on PM Scott Morrison ,regarding his political, economical, integral,and moral 
standings as a leader. Therefore we implement this as a public inquest to gain 
transparency of Scott Morrison, highlighting his background history and to ascertain his 
stance representing Australian Peoples.

I/we demand the release of the following:
-Any FOI documents relating to Mr Morrison, of his legislative, legal, political, financial, 
federal, state and criminal sanctions, convictions, charges, warrants, and any records or 
reports of the past, present, and pending by our/my requests.
-Audit fully comprehensible Annual Reports of funding, securities, financial statements and 
instruments of his party and all beneficiaries of those positions involved.
-An overt public admission of guilt and explanation, as to why he prioritised and served 
foreign interests above Australians.
-Confess to us of all his foreign and local affiliates, outlining each role and task executed.
- Reveal any associates, colleagues and partners of his, responsible in implementing 
reforms, without notice, knowledge or consent of The People.
 We The People will appoint our own jury members (without conflict of interest and 
discrimination) as well elect our prosecutors, deemed fit to proceed their duties according to 
LAW. We demand criminal and civil proceedings, when subsequent and additional evidence,
supports our claims against Scott Morrison, and all affiliates individually suspect of his and 
their insurrections, and incurring injustices abroad. Thereafter a trial will await him, then a 
verdict can be delivered based on evidence, by our own affirmations.

Therefore this inquest will be corresponded to the following persons representing all 
Federal and State Parliaments’ Ombudsmen, Justice of Peace, ICAC, IBAC, and all other 
institutions’ constituents, to whom these issues of interest, raises concerns. 
       The following pages of signatures are made by members of the public (except online), 
that demand an order of execution to be in effect and in action as of May 14 2022. I/we agree
to these matters addressed are of my/our impartial findings, implied by this format below.
Claimant’s Names                       Contacts     Signature/date


